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A just transition for European agriculture
A just transition urgently needs to be planned and enacted for European agriculture. This new
paper by IEEP looks into how, at a critical moment in decisions over how CAP subsidies are
spent.
Read the report

Latest from IEEP

The transition toward cage-free
farming in France
This report assesses the feasibility of
transitioning towards cage-free farming in
France, considering the costs which are
associated with the transition and the
opportunity for the French market. Read the
report

Nuclear and gas – not yet ready for
the sustainable finance taxonomy
IEEP’s Ben Allen gives his account of the
discussion on the Commission's proposal of
a Delegated Act to the EU Taxonomy, which
would see nuclear power and fossil gas
eligible for sustainable finance.  Read the
blog

The time has come for a Just
Transition in agriculture
David Baldock, one of the autors of the
report mentioned above, looks at how the
just transition can be successfully applied to
the agirculture and land use policies in
Europe. Read the blog

How can taxes and other economic
instruments help to make polluters
pay?
This report finds that EU polluters are not
paying for most of the environmental
damage they cause, and explores how taxes
and other economic instruments could help
to better apply the polluter pays
principle. Read the report

Browse our website

Think Sustainable Europe
The idea generator behind the Think2030 platform, Think
Sustainable Europe (TSE) is a pan-European network of
sustainability think tanks, led by IEEP, and including BC3, the
Ecologic Institute, the Green Tank, IDDRI, IISD, SEI, WiseEuropa and
TMG. The network aims to provide policymakers across the
continent with sound, science-based analysis and
recommendations.

Latest from TSE members
Ecologic Institute: Nature-based Solutions and Global Climate Protection: Assessment of their global
mitigation potential and recommendations for international climate policy
IDDRI: French Presidency of the European Union: six crucial months for the Green Deal
SEI: SEI experts dissect the EU Taxonomy
The Green Tank: Does Greece give priority to nature?
IISD: 2022: A Full Calendar for SDG Discussions and Global Environmental Governance
BC3: BC3 participate in COP26 to different events and platforms as admitted observer organization
Sustainable Development Foundation: Report on the State of the Green Economy (executive summary
in English here)
AMO - International Affairs Organization: Climate Dividend in the Environment of Emission Trading in the
Slovak Republic

This communication has benefited from the financial support of the
LIFE Programme of the European Union. It reflects only the views of
the authors.
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The Institute for European Environmental Policy
(IEEP) is an independent sustainability think tank
with offices in Brussels and London. As a not-forprofit organisation with over 40 years of experience,
we are committed to advancing impact-driven
sustainability policy across the EU and the world.
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